1) TO SET THE
UNIT

To arm the
EWS-10 unit.

Press the set button on
your existing alarm unit.
The EWS-10 will then set.

existing alarm
remote control

2) SET DELAY
PERIOD

EWS-10 armed
delay period.

On setting the unit, there is
a 10 second delay period.
When the unit is fully
armed, it will sound
“perimeter engaged”.

‘ perimeter engaged ’
3) DUAL ZONE
ADJUST

To temporarily Set your existing alarm.
desensitise
Then within 5 seconds, move
the sensor.
near the vehicle until you
hear the unit sound “low
sensor engaged”. The
EWS-10 will now reduce
it’s sensitivity, the EWS-10
will sound ;
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EWS-10

EWS20

FOLLOW THE USER INTRUCTIONS BELOW FOR THE

‘ LOW SENSOR engaged ’
4) SENSOR
SHUT
DOWN

To temporarily Before exiting the vehicle,
disable the
switch the ignition on then
sensor.
off quickly, the indicators
will flash once. After the
flash then set the alarm
the EWS-10 will sound
“sensor override engaged”.

‘ SENSOR override engaged ’
5) OPERATION
WHEN FULLY
ARMED

First
movements
near vehicle.

Any movement near the
vehicle will cause the
EWS-10 to sound 2 soft
chirps followed by a soft
verbal “warning warning”.
Then the EWS-10 will flash
the indicators to attract
attention.

‘ warning warning ’

EWS10

USER INSTRUCTIONS

The Sanji EWS is a revolutionary detection system
that is designed to warn away thieves before they break
or enter the vehicle. The EWS module incorporates the
most modern microwave sensing available today, to
ensure reliable and stable operation. The unique voice
module, will sound verbal instructions and warnings to
the would be thief. The EWS is manufactured to full
international ISO 9001 and SABS quality standards.
Please read these instructions for correct system
operation.

‘ warning warning ’
7) LOUD
WARNINGS
CONTINUED

Continuous
movements
around the
vehicle.

If the unit picks up further
movement within 15 seconds
of the loud “warning
warning” point 6 the EWS-10
will sound loud “perimeter
violation”, then the EWS-10
will flash the indicators to
attract attention.

‘ perimeter violation ’
8) ALARM
SOUNDING

After 3 LOUD
“perimeter
violation”
warnings.

If the EWS-10 detects
continuous movement within
a 15 second period it will
sound the siren after the
3 loud “perimeter violation”
warnings. The siren will
sound for 25 seconds
and then re arm to loud
warning point 7 and the
EWS-10 will automatically
desensitise the zone.

‘ perimeter violation ’
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If the unit picks up further
movement within 15 seconds
after the soft “warning
warning ”. The EWS will
sound as point 5 except the
chirps and warnings will be
louder, then the EWS will
flash the indicators to
attract attention.

EWS20

Continuous
movements
around the
vehicle.

‘ perimeter violation ’

‘ perimeter violation ’

alarm sounding

9) RESETTING
THE UNIT

To reset
the unit.

When you reset your alarm
the EWS-10 will reset. You
can also reset the EWS by
Turning the ignition on and
then off during the alarm
delay period point 2.

existing alarm
remote control

10) ALARM
To notify
TRIP
driver that
NOTIFICATION the alarm
has tripped.

After resetting your alarm
the EWS-10 will sound
“space violation” if the
alarm sounded.

‘ space VIOLATION ’

EWS10

USER INSTRUCTIONS

6) LOUD
WARNINGS

Press the right button of
the remote, the unit will
chirp and flash the
indicators twice. The dash
led will flash rapidly. If
fitted with central locking
the doors will lock.

dash led
flashing
rapidly

2) DUAL ZONE
ADJUST.

To desensitise
the sensor.

within
5 seconds

Within 5 seconds of
setting the alarm, press
the right button again.
the unit will sound “low
sensor engaged”.The
EWS-20 will now reduce
it’s sensitivity.

‘ low sensor engaged ’
3) SENSOR
SHUT
DOWN

To temporarily After point 2 message
disable the
“low sensor engaged”
sensor.
press the right button
again, the EWS-20 will
sound the message “sensor
override engaged” The
sensor will revert to
normal operation once the
unit is reset on the left
button.

within
5 seconds

‘ SENSOR override engaged ’
4) FULLY ARMED

The unit is
fully armed.

When the unit is fully
armed (30 sec delay),
the unit will sound
“perimeter engaged”

‘ perimeter engaged ’

dash led
flashing
slowly

5) ALARM SET
To verify the
CONFIRMATION. unit is armed.

To confirm that the unit
is armed. press the right
button, the indicators will
flash once.

6) LOCK ON
START.

When the vehicle is
started, the doors will
lock, if connected to the
vehicles central locking.

Locking when
starting the
vehicle.

Ignition
turned on

7) UNLOCK AND
LOCK IN
DRIVE.

unlock

Lock

8) OPERATION
WHEN FULLY
ARMED

Lock

Locking and
unlocking.

unlock

In drive, press the left
button to unlock the
doors and the right
button to lock the doors.

Lock

First
movements
near vehicle.

Any movement near the
vehicle will cause the
EWS-20 to sound 2 soft
chirps followed by a soft
verbal “warning warning”,
then the EWS-20 will flash
the indicators to attract
attention. If a door is
opened the EWS-20 will
sound the alarm immediately.

‘ warning warning ’
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To arm the
unit.

EWS20

1) SETTING
THE UNIT

EWS-20

EWS10

USER INSTRUCTIONS

FOLLOW THE USER INTRUCTIONS BELOW FOR THE

‘ warning warning ’
10) LOUD
WARNINGS
CONTINUED

Continuous
movements
around the
vehicle.

If the unit picks up further
movement within 15 seconds
of the loud “warning
warning” point 9 the EWS-20
will sound loud “perimeter
violation”, then the EWS-20
will flash the indicators to
attract attention.

‘ perimeter violation ’

11) ALARM
SOUNDING

After 3 LOUD
warnings.

If the EWS-20 detects
continuous movement within
a 15 second period it will
sound the siren after the
3 loud “perimeter violation”
warnings. The siren will
sound for 25 seconds
and then re arm to loud
warning point 10 and the
EWS-20 will automatically
desensitise the zone.

‘ perimeter violation ’
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If the unit picks up further
movement within 15 seconds
after the soft “warning
warning ”. The EWS-20 will
sound as point 8 except the
chirps and warnings will be
louder, then the EWS will
flash the indicators to
attract attention.
.

EWS20

Continuous
movements
around the
vehicle.

‘ perimeter violation ’

‘ perimeter violation ’

alarm sounding

12) RESETTING
THE UNIT

To reset
the unit.

dash led
off

13) ALARM
To notify
TRIP
driver that
NOTIFICATION alarm has
tripped.

Press the left button on
our remote control, the unit
will flash and chirp once.
The EWS-20 is now reset. The
dash led will turn off.

After resetting your alarm
the EWS-20 will sound
“space violation” if the
alarm sounded.

‘ space VIOLATION ’

EWS10

USER INSTRUCTIONS

9) LOUD
WARNINGS

